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• For any high-hazard activity if you asked everyone involved, 
“What are the most important actions?” How many answers 
would you get? 

• That’s why it’s so important to single out the most important 
human actions that pose the greatest risk and make sure they go 
right.

• Change the language people use, to change the way people 
think. Thinking differently will change the way people approach 
and perform work.
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If everything is important, then 
everything is equally unimportant.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If everything is important, then everything is equally unimportant...or nothing is important. Let me explain what I mean by this statement. For any high-hazard activity if you asked everyone involved, “What are the most important actions?” How many answers would you get? Likely as many answers as there are participants. That’s why it’s so important to single out the most important human actions that pose the greatest risk and make sure they go right. In world of high-risk operations everything seems important. So, if everything is important, how do we cope? The short answer is that we don’t. Our workforce actually becomes almost numb, moving from task to task, unable to discriminate between the risks of routine and risks of a truly high-hazard task. Often times workers are repeatedly told to pay attention to the procedure and be safe. This often leads them to fixate on every task to the point of tunnel vision, mindlessly complying with expectations and procedures, losing the ability to see and use essential information just outside their range of attention. We all strive to avoid failure, even vowing to prevent it. But after every undesirable event we go about creating correctives actions to prevent the bad thing from happening again, and yet as most of us know, most events are a repeat of something undesirable that has already happened. So, what can we do besides doing the same old things? I would suggest that it is to maximize the success of people’s performance in the workplace, creating value without losing control of the built-in hazards necessary to do work. I want to emphasize that your approach to safety not be as simple as error avoidance, but rather to ensure success proactively, this is the essence of Critical Step management. In simple terms, play to win, not simply play not to lose.  I would say that there is no need to prevent all human error, although a likely controversial statement. For one, it is literally impossible; two, it is expensive; and lastly, it distracts from your focus. It makes better sense to target critical junctions in high-risk activities, ensuring that they go right, and to avoid the truly high-consequence errors. This has the effect of giving control of low-risk operations to the expert judgment of the workforce allow these activities to be done more expeditiously. If you want your workforce to perform more safely, my suggestion is that you consider changing the language people use, to change the way people think. Thinking differently will change the way people approach and perform work. 



Safety is often Misunderstood*
Safety is NOT the absence of events (harm to assets).

Safety is what you DO to protect your assets using a variety 
of defenses (controls, barriers, and safeguards).**

Safety is typically conceived in the mind of the performer 
before work starts by knowing “what must go right” and “what 
can wrong and when (not if) it does, who will do what”.

Safety is what you do in response to the unexpected, and to 
protect assets (adaptive capacity). * Woods, D. et al. (2010), Behind Human Error, 2nd ed. 

(pp. 12-13, 38-39), **Hollnagel, E. (2018). Safety-II in 
Practice. (p.107).
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In fact, I would suggest that Safety is not the absence of events. I say this as many organizations have had major events following a long period without a major upset. Take the Deepwater Horizon event. They were celebrating a safety award and that same day they blew the oil drilling rig up killing 11 people and having the worst oil spill in history.  I would ask you to consider that Safety is what people do to protect assets using a variety of defenses (controls/barriers/safeguards – this a defense in depth system). This concept is derived from Dr. Eric Hollnagel’s Book Barriers and Accident Prevention. I propose to you that safety is better considered a process—it is something the organization does rather than something the organization possesses, such as a VPP certification, a safety training program, a quality program, or procedures.Considering this perspective, identifying and controlling Critical Steps are something a performer can do to ensure safety happens to protect the organization’s assets from harm. Most of the time, safety is conceived in the minds of the performer and the team before work starts. In high-risk work envrionments, positive control aids in detecting unsafe conditions or otherwise informing, creating awareness of, and inhibiting unsafe acts. Lastly, I would say that, as we all know; Surprise happens, and safety is what you do in response to protect assets (if you would – this is the adaptive capacity of your work force).



Sources of Energy
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The Energy Wheel 
is a tool that 
helps  workers 
recognize sources 
of energy (built-in 
hazards) on job 
sites that pose 
risk to assets.

Dr. William Haddon 
pioneered the 
idea that every 
illness or injury 
results from 
unwanted contact 
with some source 
of energy.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Energy Wheel is a tool to help industrial workers identify more of the safety hazards they encounter at work. This diagram calls out 10 sources of potential illness and injury common on industrial worksites to help overcome people’s cognitive biases about situations they consider safe or unsafe. The Energy Wheel is a tool that helps utility workers recognize sources of energy on job sites that pose risk of injury.Injury prevention scholar Dr. William Haddon pioneered the idea that every illness or injury results from unwanted contact with some sort of energy. The Energy Wheel uses that principle to help workers identify sources of energy common on worksites that pose potential injury — including the sources they naturally miss.“Our research showed that some hazards are instinctual … while others are processed through complex thought,” says Dr. Matthew Hallowell, professor of construction engineering at University of Colorado Boulder. “The hazard types that we process instinctually are gravity, motion, and ‘moving mechanical.’ We tend to see those first and most often.” Humans process these instinctual hazards in the amygdala, a part of the brain associated with emotion and emotional responses. The fight-or-flight reaction these hazards provoke actually bypasses conscious thought and stirs up people before they even notice the danger.



Risk
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Work = Risk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to present to you a different way of thinking about risk. As we all know, when you do work something changes. Physical work is the application of force over a distance (W = f • d). Work is necessary to create value. Except where automation is used, work requires people to touch things—to handle, manipulate, record, or alter things. The risk of harm to those assets emerges when people do work, without which nothing of value is created.  Looking at the this equation, you see that Work is energy directed by human beings to create value but with the recognition that these same humans are the greatest source of variability in the workplace. Because the use of force requires energy from a built-in hazard to create work, all work involves some level of risk. Occasionally, people lose control of these built-in hazards. As we all likely have come to realize, human fallibility is an inherent characteristic of humans. In fact, error is normal—it is just a fact of life, and a natural part of being human.  However, it is important to point out that our tendency to err is not a problem until it occurs in conjunction with significant transfers of energy, movements of matter, or transmissions of information. Therefore, Work involves the use of force under the condition of uncertainty, this is risk. As Dorian Conger has said, “If an operation has the capacity to do work, then it has the capacity to do harm.” Now let us take a fresh look at risk.



Risk Revisited
● Work = Risk

● Risk is a permanent daily attribute of work.

● Risk is dynamic; pathways for harm (work) 
from built-in hazards that come and go.

● Risk of harm to assets emerges when 
people do work with built-in hazards, without 
which nothing of value is created.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Risk is an inherent, dynamic property of the way an organization operates, as I stated in the previous slide;  Work equals Risk When work is executed, various built-in sources of energy, tools, and material are used to accomplish the work. Consequently, Risk is a permanent daily attribute of work. If we’re working we have risk. For larger, complex organizations like the military, risk is dynamic and lurks everywhere, and it varies as an outcome of the diverse ways an organization is designed, constructed, operated, maintained, and managed. Safe and resilient organizations are designed and built on the assumptions that people will err, things are not always as they seem, equipment will wear out or fail, and unfortunately not all scenarios of failure can be known before operations begin. We tend to assume hazards are stable—always present and knowable in advance, but we know this is not true. Occasionally, unknown hazards arise during work activities in the form of what I call—landmines that often appear gradually or unexpectedly. I will provide an example of what I mean by organizational landmine. Risk is dynamic; pathways for work (harm) from built-in hazards come and go. To sustain the safety of assets over the long term, front-line workers must be capable of managing both known and unknown hazards that surprises us when they occur; that is, able to adapt and fail safely, this is what I mean by the term adaptive capacity. Given that Risk of harm to assets emerges when people do work with built-in hazards, without which nothing of value is created. A proactive organization must be diligent to search regularly for these landmines, as well as train front-line personnel to recognize them. Let me provide you an example. All US Carriers execute a Foreign Object Debris or what is commonly called a FOD walk done on the flight deck of an aircraft carrier that is done with a high frequency. This helps them identify and mitigate potential landmines that could cause significant harm to a jet engine.



Human Performance Risk 
Concept
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Human

Hazard

Asset

Precision Execution 
is required.

RISK 
(production/

safety)

A loss of control 
is NOT an option
at a CRITICAL STEP!!!

Pathways. Exposure of an 
asset to the potential for harm 
for which only one action 
(equipment or human) is 
needed to alter the asset’s 
state
Touchpoints. Interactions 
between people and 
assets, between people 
and hazards that changes 
the state of that object 
through work

(Touchpoint /Pathway)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In his book Risk-Based Thinking, Tony Muschara illustrates what he calls the Human Performance Risk Concept. Whenever work is done to create value, three physical things are present concurrently: Assets Hazards Human beings  By arranging these elements into a conceptual model, we develop a more systematic way of thinking about risk. In this model, production, risk, and safety happen at the same time. Risk exists at the convergence of asset, hazard, and human interaction. This model helps you think about and manage the risk introduced by the uncertainty of humans in the work process. However, it is important to point out that risk is not a permanent state of work. Most tasks or jobs involves set-up, communications, adjustments, clean-up, etc. This coupling of the three elements of risk occurs less often during operations, except where production work is performed. When there is no pathway with a hazard there is no risk to the asset, in other words no work can be done. As illustrated by a human hand, there are interfaces between Hazard and Asset, Human and Hazard, and Human and Asset. When there is a pathway but no touchpoints with either the asset or the hazard’s control, there is no human performance risk. But it’s the occurrence of touchpoints after the creation of a pathway that tend to be critical to safety. If a touchpoint is performed improperly, the performer can lose control, and harm in the form of an event—is likely to occur. Therefore, precision execution is required at touchpoints. Occasionally, the human is the hazard, as in the case of manual activities when people apply the force that triggers harm. In these situations, the pathway and the touchpoint are one and the same, such as an incision made by a surgeon’s, recording critical data, sports in general, or public speaking like I am doing now. For example, when a person shoots themselves in the foot, that person was actually all three elements of this model, the human, hazard, and asset simultaneously. So simply put, on occasion all three element can be one and the same. As a final note here, I would suggest that the overlaps you see in the Human Performance Risk Concept provide opportunities for control.  This model gives us insights to what must be managed—that is the pathways and touchpoints.



CRITICAL STEP*
– Point of No Return | What MUST Go Right
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Precision execution is the ONLY 
acceptable standard of 

performance 
at a CRITICAL STEP!

A human action that will trigger immediate, 
irreversible, intolerable harm to an asset, if that 
action or a preceding action is performed improperly.

* Muschara, T. (2018). Risk-Based Thinking: Managing the Uncertainty of Human Error in Operations. New York: Routledge.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you have ever investigated an event you likely discovered that when performing work, people are usually focused on accomplishing the task at hand, not necessarily on safety. If people cannot fully concentrate on being safe, 100 percent of the time, then when should they fully focus on safe outcomes?  This is a good point to discuss what a Critical Step is. By definition a Critical Step is a human action that will trigger immediate, irreversible, intolerable harm to an asset, if that action or a preceding action is performed improperly. Let’s break it down a little as there are very important terms that need to be explained. Immediate – little to no delay between action and harmIrreversible – is an action not outcome that cannot be undoneIntolerable – cost is too high in form of loss of a major asset or loss of life or limb The key term in the definition is intolerable. It is important to recognize that other factors are important to what actions would be considered Critical Steps. But without “intolerable harm,” a human action that satisfies all other attributes would not be classified as a Critical Step. In other words the designation of an action as a Critical Step depends primarily on the degree of harm experienced after a loss of control of that specific action, what managers consider intolerable. Not every action that has a point of no return is a Critical Step. Just because an action cannot be undone does not, by itself, constitute a Critical Step. A great example is buying a soft drink out of a vending machine and selecting the wrong item. You would have an immediate and irreversible act but not an intolerable outcome.  Harm is defined by the asset, where permanent damage, injury, or loss can be sustained. All tangible assets have a safe operating envelope, defined by one or more critical parameters, within which the asset’s integrity, that is it’s safety is preserved, if the respective critical parameters are not exceeded.
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Do you need a parachute to jump out 
of a plane?
What action(s) would you classify as 
Critical Steps?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
My question to you all is, Do you need a parachute to skydive? Only if you intend to skydive twice. With all humor aside, people do perish from skydiving. Yet it’s safer than driving your car to the grocery store. The sport of skydiving continues to improve its safety record. In 2014, the United States Parachute Association (USPA) recorded 24 fatal skydiving accidents in the U.S. out of roughly 3.2 million jumps. That’s 0.0075 fatalities per 1,000 jumps—among the lowest rate in the sport’s history. Tandem skydiving (two people tethered, jumping together) has an even better safety record, with 0.003 student fatalities per 1,000 tandem jumps over the past decade.  According to the National Safety Council, a lightning strike or a bee sting is much more likely to kill a person. Now that you know what a Critical Step is, let’s look at jumping out of a plane. There are numerous actions needed to successfully jump, packing a parachute, having a backup chute, putting on the harness, clipping onto the static line, getting the command to jump, and jumping. But only one action meets the definition, jumping.Bottom Line. Despite the perception of danger, fatalities are rare. About 21 skydivers are confirmed killed each year in the US, roughly one death for every 150,000 jumps (about 0.0007%).The following information comes from the USPA FAQs Website on topic of safety.The sport of skydiving continues to improve its safety record. In 2014, USPA recorded 24 fatal skydiving accidents in the U.S. out of roughly 3.2 million jumps. That’s 0.0075 fatalities per 1,000 jumps—among the lowest rate in the sport’s history! Tandem skydiving has an even better safety record, with 0.003 student fatalities per 1,000 tandem jumps over the past decade. According to the National Safety Council, a person is much more likely to be killed getting struck by lightning or stung by a bee.In the 1970s, the sport averaged 42.5 skydiving fatalities per year. Since then, the average has dropped each decade. In the 1980s, the average was 34.1; in the 1990s, the average was 32.3, and in the first decade of the new millennium (2000-2009), the average dropped again to 25.8. Over the past five years, the annual average continues its decline to 22.6.With 14 fatalities, 1961—the first year records were kept—stands as the year with the fewest skydiving fatalities. However, USPA was considerably smaller then, with just 3,353 members, and the total number of jumps was far fewer than today’s 3.2 million-plus jumps. To put this in perspective, in the 1960s, there was an average of 3.65 fatalities per thousand USPA members. In contrast, 2014 had 0.65 fatalities per thousand USPA members. And estimating about 3.2 million jumps last year, that’s one fatality per 133,333 skydives.
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Is this a CRITICAL STEP?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at another example. Do you believe that taking off an aircraft carrier strapped inside the cockpit of a fighter jet is a Critical Step?  What dangers are associated with the rail transportation industry?According to the International Railway Safety Council, dangers are commonplace throughout the industry worldwide, but all railroad workers have the right to a safe workplace. However, they frequently encounter occupational hazards. These include the:Exposure to toxic chemicalsDanger of slips, trips and falls accidentsHazard of working around high-voltage electricity and moving trainsIf these risks of the job lead to injury or have serious consequences on your life, there may be steps you can take to help you during and after suffering the injury.As described by Charles Perrow in his book Normal Accidents, a Critical Step is a good example of a “tight coupling”. I would suggest that this example is a tightly coupled system that requires precision execution. So yes, it is a Critical Step. In fact, once the pilot launches all actions associated with flying safely are what we call continuous Critical Steps. So is driving a vehicle or riding a bike in our daily lives.



Reframing ‘Human Error’
Human fallibility is an inherent characteristic 
of the human condition.
Error – (a loss of control in an operational 
setting): An uncontrolled transfer of energy, 
movement of matter, transmission of 
information.
Managing CRITICAL STEPS is: 

o A risk management process, not a human performance 
problem, per se. 

o The goal is not so much focused on preventing human error
as it is on making sure the right things go right. 

o Is a profit multiplier. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to reframe human error. Human fallibility is an inherent characteristic of the human condition. As I have already sated, in an operational environment, human error is better characterized as a loss of control—and that humans are the greatest source of variability, and the uncertainty in human performance, can never be eliminated. The human tendency to err is not a problem until it occurs in sync with significant transfers of energy, movements of matter, or transmissions of information.  Now let us look at the second bullet. Error in the context a loss of control in an operational setting is defined as: An uncontrolled transfer of energy, movement of matter, transmission of information.Yes, people can be a hazard, but they are also heroes. People, especially those in the workplace, are also a key source of resilience because of their adaptive capacity when faced with conflicts between the work as imagined and the work as performed. Simply put, people keep us safe. Now let’s look at Managing CRITICAL STEPS is: 	A risk management process, not a human performance problem, per se. The goal is not so much focused on preventing human error, as it is on making sure the right things go right.



Risk Important Actions Create 
Safety and Danger

A reversible human action that:
● Precede all Critical Steps,
● Create safety or danger,
● Always creates safety when done correctly, danger if not,
● There are always at least two RIAs prior to a Critical Step. 

○ One that creates a pathway for work and 
○ 2nd that protects the asset during work, 

● Influence the ability to maintain positive control of the of built-in 
hazards at Critical Steps.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is one other extremely important concept that we need to discuss, Risk Important Actions, that I abbreviated as R - I - A. These Risk Important Actions always precede the respective Critical Step. Every Critical Step is set up by earlier actions that establish the conditions that create value or harm.  Every Critical Step should normally have at least two Risk Important Actions —one that creates the pathway for work and a second that protects the asset during work. Additionally, there is usually a lapse of time between an Risk Important Actions and its related Critical Step. For example, to discharge a firearm, a bullet must be inserted into the chamber, a Risk Important Action, before pulling the trigger the Critical Step. The fact that Risk Important Action precede Critical Steps suggests there is time to check that proper conditions exist before using the firearm, such as making sure the correct ammunition is selected, the safety mechanism is on or off, and pointing the firearm in a safe or intended direction. RIAs are always reversible. That means an Risk Important Actions can be done, undone, redone, undone, redone, and so on, with no change in the state of the asset—as long as the Critical Step is not performed. For example, a parachute rigger can rig the main parachute and then decide to unpack the bag and do it over. The paratrooper can don and secure the parachute, but then decide not to jump and remove it—as long as the paratrooper does not jump out the door of the airplane!  Another aspect of Risk Important Actions worthy of note is that they can decrease or increase the margin of error. While in the aircraft, moving toward or away from the open door decreases or increases the paratrooper’s margin of error, such as stepping closer to the door would decrease the margin of error should you stumble. 



Binary Nature of RIAs
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RIAs can add danger 
or safety:
As part of the activity or

RIAs can add danger: 
Due to human error 
(landmine)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at a simple diagram that illustrates the binary nature of Risk Important Actions and the relationship between Risk Important Actions and Critical Steps. As you can see these Risk Important Actions precede a Critical Step.  Each RIA either adds danger or safety. In some cases the danger is necessary to produce work. In other cases, the danger is created by an error that may go undetected. Ultamately, RIAs serve two functions: create the conditions for work and establish the conditions for safety. At the bottom of our diagram I’ve illustrated the two potential consequences, adding value or value extraction, if you would harm to assets. When performed properly, RIAs establish the preconditions to perform an associated Critical Step without harmful consequences. In other words, the performance of the Critical Step will be anticlimactic. However, if done improperly (error of commission) or not doing something that was required (an errors of omission), RIAs can create the preconditions for a serious event or tragedy. In other words, they can set you up for future failure. In the next slide I want to provide you with an example from everyday life that most of you will be familiar with. Characteristics of RIAs (loose coupling situations) related to specific Critical Steps:Expose products, services, or assets to the potential for harm; increased chances of a significant error or malfunction; reduce the margin of safetySignificant human interaction:frequent / multiple exposure of risk-important structures, systems and components to human fallibilityactual or potential changes in configurationtwo or more mistakes away from an unwanted outcomehigh degree of monitoring and control required by people – fine control within narrow limitsReversible – nothing bad happens right way or slow change in state of asset; time available to avoid harm; can create the conditions for a Critical Step; loose coupling—recovery from error is attainable before Critical Steps.Reduced margin to safety limits – may or may not reduce the reliability of equipment or defeats safety devices or functions; potentially reduces the number actions to a Critical StepLatent Conditions – can create a hidden condition (land mine) that could cause harm later, if undetected, creating an inadvertent, possibly unanticipated Critical Step laterNo significant energy transfer – slow enough change in state to allow people to respond quickly enough to avoid the unwanted outcomePrimary distinctions between a Critical Step and a RIAs:RIAs precede their respective Criticial Step.RIAs do not change state of assetRIAs are reversible—no substantial transfers of energy, movements of mass, transmissions of information 



Changing Locomotive Engine Oil Filter
Do these RIAs add safety or danger?
1. Remove oil pan drain plug (Drain the oil)
2. Reinstall oil pan drain plug and tighten
3. Remove used oil filter
4. Validate new filter is correct filter
5. Check new oil filter for gasket and lubricate it
6. Install new oil filter with gasket
7. Tighten the oil filter (hand tight)
8. Validate correct oil type for the locomotive engine
9. Add new oil
10. Check oil level and reinsert dip stick
11. Start the locomotive (Critical Step)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please take a couple minutes to read the following actions on the slide that are required to change a vehicles oil. I want you to think about each of these actions and ask yourselves, “does this action create safety or danger?” and Are any of these actions what we describe as a Critical Step? If so why? Now please take a minute to read the actions on the slide before I go on. Hopefully it was clear that there was a mix of both safety and danger being added to the process and which action was the Critical Step – starting the vehicle If we don’t want damage to occur, we need to consider the conditions established by the RIAs, not necessarily the RIAs themselves, that must exist prior to the Critical Step.Now let’s revisit our oil change example on the next slide to show you what I mean.Changing the oil on a locomotive diesel engine is a complex task that requires specialized knowledge and equipment. It's essential to follow the manufacturer's guidelines and any specific procedures provided by the maintenance team. While I can provide you with a general overview, please keep in mind that locomotive engines can vary significantly, and the following steps might not cover all possible scenarios:Gather Supplies and Tools:New oil of the correct grade and type as recommended by the manufacturer.Oil filter(s) compatible with the locomotive's engine model.Drain pans or containers to collect the old oil.Safety gear, including gloves and safety goggles.Wrenches, sockets, and other tools needed for accessing the drain plug and oil filter.Prepare the Locomotive:Park the locomotive on a level surface and engage the parking brake.Ensure the engine is turned off and has had time to cool down to avoid burns.Locate Drain Plug and Oil Filter:Consult the locomotive's manual to locate the oil drain plug and the oil filter(s). These might be situated in different places depending on the engine model.Draining the Oil:Place a drain pan under the oil drain plug.Use the appropriate wrench to loosen and remove the drain plug, allowing the old oil to drain out. Make sure the drain pan can contain all the oil that will come out.Removing the Oil Filter:If the locomotive has an external oil filter, locate it and use an appropriate wrench to remove it. Be prepared for oil to spill out when removing the filter.Replacing the Oil Filter:Apply a thin layer of new oil to the rubber gasket of the new oil filter to ensure a proper seal.Screw the new oil filter onto the engine by hand until snug, then tighten it according to the manufacturer's specifications. Avoid overtightening, as this can damage the gasket.Adding New Oil:Refer to the locomotive manual for the recommended oil capacity.Carefully pour the new oil into the engine through the oil filler cap.Use a dipstick to check the oil level periodically until it reaches the recommended level.Inspect and Clean:Inspect the drain plug and oil filter area for any signs of leaks.Clean up any spilled oil to prevent environmental contamination.Proper Disposal:Properly dispose of the old oil and oil filter in accordance with local regulations. Many auto parts stores and recycling centers accept used oil for recycling.Record Maintenance:Keep a record of the date, oil type, oil filter type, and other relevant information about the oil change. This helps with maintenance tracking.It's important to note that locomotive diesel engines are large and complex machines, and changing the oil on them requires specialized training and equipment. If you are not familiar with locomotive maintenance procedures, it's best to have a qualified and experienced maintenance technician perform this task.



RIA – Checking Oil Filter Gasket

Critical Step
Start Locomotive

Negative 
Consequences

Harm to 
Locomotive

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This flow diagram represents the oil change we just discussed. As you can see when an error of omission was made. The oil filter was not checked to verify that it had a rubber gasket before it was installed creating a landmine. This landmine would not be apparent to the driver until it became a problem and possibly cause engine damage. Great example is when pilots go through a preflight checklist. They are not checking RIA, rather they are validating the conditions the RIAs created. Please recognize that Critical Steps and their associated Risk Important Actions are a normal part of high risk work. Neither of these are not something to avoid. On the surface however, the concept of Critical Steps and Risk Important Actions appears to be very simple and straightforward. However, the mistake made most often is that too many actions or steps are classified as Critical Steps. People tend to conflate Risk Important Actions with Critical Steps, which strongly suggests they haven’t internalized the attributes of a genuine Critical Step. This will take the organization back to the idea that, “If everything is important, then nothing is important, or equally unimportant.” So I suggest if you adopt the terminology and concepts presented here you do it will with high standards.



Critical Step Hold Point
● Just prior to performing a Critical Step, one has opportunity 

and time to review the outcomes of previously performed 
Risk Important Actions (RIAs) to verify (prove) that 
conditions are safe for assets to proceed with the Critical 
Step. 

● High reliability organizations do it with regularity, formality, 
and rigor, every time!
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What I have seen is that high performing teams recognize an impending CRITICAL STEP offers the performer the opportunity to pause before proceeding with the action. Preferably, each CRITICAL STEP is verbally announced, bringing it to the attention of team members in some manner (“Step ‘X’ has been reached, a hold-point, CRITICAL STEP …”) so everyone on the team knows an important point in the task has been reached. This is your opportunity to prove it is safe and to proceed with a CRITICAL STEP. This is done by verifying that the conditions established by preceding risk-important actions (RIAs) are complete and correct. Some organization for example announce the impending Critical Step by doing callouts—to others nearby in clear, unmistakable terms, such as:“Clear!” (before shocking a patient in cardiac arrest with a defibrillator)“Fire in the hole!” (before detonating an explosive)“Dive! Dive!” (before submerging a submarine to be alert for leaks or flooding) Hold points scheduled for known CRITICAL STEPS are usually guided with a checklist of conditions to be verified, like the example I previously mentioned, a pilot’s checklist that is used prior to different phases of flight, such as takeoffs and landings. This timeout also offers everyone the opportunity to validate their situation awareness of the operation at hand, ensuring they all have an accurate mental model of what’s indeed happening and about to happen.  



Performing a Critical Step
Before, the execution of a Critical Step, the performer considers:
● the asset and its key critical parameters, 
● the intended outcome (expected change in asset’s critical parameters), 
● built-in hazard used to change the state of the asset and its related 

controls, 
● the preconditions (Risk Important Conditions) for safety to protect the 

asset (including barriers and safeguards), and 
● the action to achieve the outcome (positive control). Once the performer 

is confident, only then is the action performed (precision execution). 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Too often we have heard, “Be safe out there,” “Pay attention,” “Follow your procedures,” or “Don’t make mistakes.” Though inspirational, these words are about as effective as putting up signs that read, “Safety First!” These words and these types of signs can inhibit our mindfulness and make safety a four-letter word in the minds of your workforce. Instead, talking about Critical Steps and Risk Important Actions adds specificity to their understanding of safety, avoids generalities, and enhances mental engagement of your workforce when done regularly. It’s important from a risk perspective that conversations related to Critical Steps end with closure—who does what, when, and how. The way front-line workers talk about their work, either keeps them alert to the dangers at Critical Steps, or allows complacency without their realizing it. Before, the execution of a Critical Step, the performer considers:the asset (min. two – human and product) and its key critical parameters, the intended outcome (in other words the expected change in asset’s critical parameters), built-in hazard used to change the state of the asset and its related controls, the preconditions (these are established by your Risk Important Actions) for safety to protect the asset (including barriers and safeguards), and the action to achieve the outcome (positive control). Once the performer is confident, only then is the action performed with precision execution. Note: CRITICAL STEPS improve efficiency of human performance by highlighting those steps or phases of work that absolutely must go right. All other portions of the task that have little to no risk to safety, quality, reliability, and productivity may be performed with deference to efficiencies, while maintaining a mindset of chronic unease.



What you can do tomorrow:
1. Identify key processes that cannot fail.
2. Identify assets to be protected from (all) hazards.
3. Pinpoint CRITICAL STEPS and associated RIAs for these 

processes.
4. Create hold points at CRITICAL STEPS and verify Risk 

Important Conditions established by associated 
upstream RIAs.

5. Identify means to avoid loss of control (e.g. error 
prevention tools/techniques).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to leave you with some things you can do tomorrow to improve reliability and manage risk in your operations:First: Identify key processes that cannot fail.Second: Identify assets to be protected from all hazardsThird: Pinpoint within these processes, the Critical Step or Steps and the associated Risk Important Actions.Fourth: Create Hold Points at Critical Steps and verify conditions established by the associated upstream Risk Important Actions are complete. Lastly, it is important to identify a means to avoid a loss of control. This should be in the form of specific error prevention techniques, commonly referred to as Human Performance Tools.  I hope this presentation will help you think more systematically about how success happens each day not only in your organizations, but also in your personal and professional lives, ensuring that the Critical Steps in your life and work result only in adding value.  
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I would like to give credit to my colleagues and fellow authors, Tony Muschara the author of Risk-Based Thinking and Jim Marinus. Both great thought leaders and experts in the field of Human & Organizational Performance. Our book will be available in May or June. This book is not book on theory but rather a practical guide to implementation and integration of the principles and concepts of managing Critical Steps. Organization of the Book Chapter 1 defines Critical Steps and describes its attributes. This chapter discusses how identifying and controlling Critical Steps promotes organizational success while eliminating harm to the company and its key assets.Chapter 2 orients the reader as to how to think about human performance (frequently abbreviated Hu herein) risk in front-line operations. Most importantly, we reframe human error as a loss of control because events—harm to assets—are caused by hazards, not by front-line workers.Chapter 3 examines the Work Execution Process, which describes how work is planned, executed, and improved. Understanding the three phases of work help in the systematic preparation and performance of Critical Steps, as well as learning from surprises.Chapter 4 examines those human actions—Risk-Important Actions—that precede Critical Steps that establish the required preconditions to ensure success when front-line workers perform Critical Steps. Chapter 5 addresses the performance of Critical Steps in the workplace, emphasizing the need for positive control, shifting between fast and slow thinking, applying Risk-Based Thinking using Hu Tools; providing time-tested methods to manage the leadup to and execution of Critical Steps.Chapter 6, the longest chapter, guides the reader with a workable strategy for managing Critical Steps—learning to more effectively and consistently identify and control Critical Steps from a systems perspective; includes ways and means for augmenting adaptive capacity to respond to the unexpected. Chapter 7 details the Critical Step Mapping process to systematically identify perpetual Critical Steps in existing technical procedures and pinpoint means of their control.Chapter 8 examines the integration and implementation of the principles and practices of managing Critical Steps into operations while reinforcing systems thinking. 
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Terms
Human Error - An error that refers to the slips, lapses, fumbles, and 
mistakes of humankind, regardless of whether one’s goal is 
accomplished or not—not all human errors have bad outcomes.
Active Error - An error (action) that unintentionally triggers a loss of 
control of a hazard, altering the state of an asset and resulting in its 
immediate harm.
Latent Error - An error that creates a potentially unsafe condition, 
unnoticed at the time, causing no immediate, apparent harm to an 
asset, but that could combine with other errors, occurrences, or 
conditions at a later time to realize the harm. 
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Terms (cont.)
Assets – things important, of high value, to an organization to be protected 
from harm (people, products, property, environment, reputation, software, 
intellectual property).
Adaptive capacity -The ability to change when circumstances change; 
readiness to adjust to challenges to make things go right.
Hazards – A source of energy, matter, or information that could harm an 
asset or cause its loss—usually built into a facility for operational and 
business purposes. Any condition in the workplace that could harm or 
trigger harm to an asset.
Landmine - A workplace condition that increases the potential for an 
uncontrolled transfer of energy, matter, or information with one action—an 
unexpected source of harm.
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Terms (cont.)
Defense-in-Depth - The overlapping capacity of redundant defenses (e.g., 
controls, barriers, safeguards) to protect an asset from danger, such that a 
failure of one defense is compensated for by other defenses, thereby avoiding 
harm.
Control - Means that guide, coordinate, or regulate behavior, promoting 
desired action and outcome while improving the chances of error-free 
performance. 
Barrier - Means used to protect an object (or asset) from harm by limiting or 
impeding uncontrolled transfers of energy (e.g., gravity, electrical, chemical), 
movements of objects or substances (e.g., loads, shipments, product, fluids), 
or transmissions of information (e.g., as signals, digital records, software).
Safeguard - Means of mitigating or minimizing the harm done to an asset 
after the onset of injury, damage, or loss.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Adaptive capacity refers to the workforce’s ability to adapt in a VUCA work environment, resolve new and unfamiliar problems, and succeed safely and reliably. Adaptive capacity is a system property, and as a “property,” it can and must be designed or built into (engineered) the organization’s system. Adaptive capacity can be planned for known risks, but the worker must be prepared for unknown risks. Adaptive capacity bridges the gap between the way things are and what they need to be. It promotes flexibility, innovation, and creativity and enables people to think outside the box and to adjust current plans, rapidly if necessary, to add value and/or avoid harm.  To make things go right, front-line workers must 1) understand the ‘big picture” and know the key assets that are important in current work activity (situation awareness), 2) recognize the onset of threats to those assets (pathways, touchpoints, error traps, and landmines), 3) realize when technical guidance for the situation is uncertain or ambiguous, 4) seek technical assistance from reliable sources, and 5) make conservative decisions—adapt—that sustain positive control and/or protect assets from potential harm… at CRITICAL STEPS
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